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FROM THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OF LVIV UNIVERSITY, UKRAINE
We, the alumni of Ivan Franko National University of Lviv, strongly and unequivocally condemn the war against

We,
the alumni of Ivan Franko National University of Lviv, strongly and unequivocally condemn the war
Ukraine launched by President Putin and the Russian Federation and take every possible action within our power
against Ukraine launched by President Putin and the Russian Federation and take every possible action
to alleviate the sufferings of our fellow Ukrainians. This brutal war kills and injures children and their parents,
within
our power to alleviate the sufferings of our fellow Ukrainians. This brutal war kills and injures chilresults
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international
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of
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and
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This
attack
on
Ukraine
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rights and
democracy.
rity.
This attackhuman
on Ukraine
is an
attack on fundamental human rights and democracy.
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in Ukraine - Russian shelling and air bombing of residential areas, hospitals, schools and kinder gardens. We ask
to
kinder gardens. We ask to support at different levels of your affiliation the introduction of a no-fly zone
support at different levels of your affiliation the introduction of a no-fly zone over Ukraine and find ways how
over Ukraine and find ways how Russian planes can be cleared from the Ukrainian airspace.
Russian planes can be cleared from the Ukrainian airspace.
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(https://www.rsr-online.ru/news/2022-god/obrashany way. Specifically, the Russian Union of Rectors issued a statement of support to the invasion of Ukraine by
chenie-rossiyskogo-soyuza-rektorov1/),
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and non-violence, alumni networks will find it pertinent to urge the immediate termination of formalized
principles of active global citizenship and promotion of the culture of peace and non-violence, alumni networks
cooperation with the signatory Russian universities.
will find it pertinent to urge the immediate termination of formalized cooperation with the signatory Russian
universities.
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around the universities of Europe, North America and the world to work together to help Ukrainians keep
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research systems alive, which would let Ukrainian scholars and students stay affiliated in their home country and
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potential. has identified several initiatives to which other alumni
networks might consider contributing to.

On the academic front, our alumni community has identified several initiatives to which other alumni networks
might consider contributing to.

